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Suicide Attempts: An Examination of Ocanvem me,
Psychiatrk Intervention, and Outcome
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term uicide" is applied to all cas,-s of death resulting The patients were divided into three groups: Nav, active
directly or indirectly from a positive or negative act of the duty males (N = 83), Marine Corps active duty males
victim himself whict, he kmws will produce this result. An (N = 60), and female dependents (N = 66).
"attempt" is an act -) defined but falling short of actual The questionnaire employed in the present study is a 22
death.' item modification of the questions developed by Stengel

Ansel and McGet found that patients who had at- and Cook. 3 The entire Suicide Attempt Information sheet
tempted suicide elicited negative feelings in the staff that is pre,,nted in Fig. I. Explanations regarding degrees of
took care of the patient. The attempt often generated con- dangerousness related to the nature of intent and effects of
siderable activity in other individuals, with great energy suicide attempts on a patient's life situations and his rela-
being used to keep the patient alive. The individual making tionship to the environment are not reproduced here, but
the suicide attempt may then have his situation temporarily can be obtained from the authors. Follow-up information
or permanently iodified. The changes may be noticed in was obtaitc-l for all military men. If the military patient
tie patient's family or peer group, atkd may extend into was recommended for retun. to full duty or was recom-
the community, mended for discharge prior to completion of his obligated

To date, longitudinal studies of suicide attempts with active duty, outcemes of recommended action were ob-
psychiatric intencntion have not been available. Such tained from personnel files. Both dispositions and foliow-up
foilow-up studies are necessary to define the parameter for action were considered zn effect of Oe suicide attempt.
consideration by psychiatry in treating this special popula- Dependents were given esscntiall) one d:sposition. They I
,ion. This is a report of suicide attempts to determine the were reftrred to private therapy and we:.: not analyzed for
lIng-term effects the attempts have had for the patients. disposition or follow-up. f

Method Results
Included for study were patients referred for psyc'iiatric

consultation because of attempted suicide during the re- Phae I. Characteristics of Patients Who Made
porting three years. The patients were seen on a rotation Sukide Attempts
basis by one of the staff psychiatrists assigned to the Naval The total sample was examined initially for major trends.
Hospital, San Diego, California. Patients were referred from The results are summarized in Table I. Four areas were
the Emergency Room, Intensive Care, or a variety of outly- examined: (1) personal history; (2) clinical history; 5)
ing military facilities that this hospital supports. A physical characteristics of the suicide attempt; and (4) Se,'-,.,'
examination was accomplished to determine whether the history-applicable only to Navy and Marine Corps sc,-
patient required hospitalization for medical reasons. If hos- vicemen.
pital care was not found to be necessary, the patient was Personal History. The Marine patient was youn;er than
referred to the psychiatrist. If hospital care was required, either the sailr or the dependent. Ir addition, the depend-
the patient was referred to psychiatry after being medically ent wife seen for suicide attempt was older than the Service
cleared, prior to discharge. If the patient did not acknowl- members who were seen. Although both the Navy and
edge that he had made a suicide attempt, yet examination Marine Corps Service members had s~milar ethnic origins,
of his behavior indicated that potentially self-destructive there was a significant proportion of Negroid and Malay-
activity might have resulted, the patient was considered in sian dependents in the sample. The Navy and dependent
thk tudy. The psychiatric evaluation was to determine if patients had completed more education than had the Ma-
there was any continue,* -uicidal potential or need of psy- rine Corps members.
chi.tric hospitalization o, treatment. Following the psychi- Clinical lHistory. Few attempts were made in conjunction
atrist's evaluation, a questionnaire was completed by the with a psychotic process. Characteristically, a suicide at-
examining psychiatrist. This information, along with other tempt was associated with the diagnosis of Character and
demographic information about the patient, was coded for Behavior )isorder. However, a significant number of de-
analyses. During the three years of data collection, their pendents made suicide attempts in association with situ-
were 22 psychiatrists involved in evaluating these patients. ationai stresses or neurotic turmoil. The older active duty

Navy patients and the dependents had more alcoholic his-
Front tiw l'% hIN trit Servit'x, Na~al Iiosjital, San )iego., Calf. 92134. tories, but fewer drug histories, than did he voting Marine
*Chcf of Servc. patients. All groups had a history that generally reflected**iea, Psychiatric Serviccs Branch, Na\'% Medical Nruropsychiatric
R Jeach Unit tc SarIic~e, C ai t. N2.ci tc) previous suicide attem pts, but a significant numl)cr in

Rescarch Unit. Sail ticsio, Calif. 92152.
Address reprint requets to Mcd, al I.hrarian. Na.i% Me'(ha.l Ncoro- all three groups had more than o(e prevlous attempt. Con-

hiatrta R~esar, h Una, San Diegoo Calif. 92152 sonant wit I the implications of the diagnosis. Charact."r and ,I
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SUICIDE ATTEMPT INPOOmATION WE[T

0. Wounding
I. Ago Year% I Train and Vehicle

". eight
Z. Sea mie _____ emi, ____ k. Hanging

1. Drouring-
3. Race Caucasian mn. Shooting-

Neroid _____n. 1Miscellaneous
Mongol ian o. Unknown
Ameicani

Indian ___S__ ' Sites Of Suicidal Act% in Relation to Others.
Malayan _____

4. eiin Poetn .MrtlSau a. Much frequented public place-
Relgio Prtesant ______ 5.MartalStausb. Little frequented public place

Catholic _____Single E____ . Others present in house
Jewih PArried _____d. Others in the %ame room .r

OtherSparate e. Alone in house or placeofwr
None ____ Divorced _____f. Unknown -

Wlidowed _____

Cnowtn 1;. Degree of Isolation During the Suicidal Act.

Unknwn . Specia person near

6. Psychiatric DlagnoslS (DOCIC Code) - - -b. Special person in comany-
c. Special person - no relevant data

Ves 80 . Others near

7. Pst sychatrc tratmnte. Others in company
7. astpsyhitri tritent- -- f. Others - no relevant data

g. Alone
8. Current Psychiatric treatment. h. Unknwn

including psychotropiC drugs --

9. Does this individual now have Of has20AgnsItrei.
he ever had a problem with alcohol - 4 . Patient

10. Does this individual now have o- has c. Special person (eccpecetd)-
he ever had a problem with drug d. Special person (no relevant data) -

usage - . Special person (present)
f. Others (expected)

11. Did this person make this suicide g. Others (accidentally)
attempt while under the influence h. Others (no relevant cata)
of alcohol i. Others (present)-

12. Did this person make this Suicide 3 nnw
attempt while under the influence 21. Degree of Dangerousness Related to Degree of Intent.
of dangerous drugs

a. Absolutely dangerous
13. Did this individual mnake Previous b. Relatively dangerous

suicide attempts 0 1 Z 4SC. Relatively harmless

Yes140d. Absolutely harmless
Yese. Unknown

14. Did this individual ever have problems 22. Effects of Suicide Attempts.
with acting out-

IS. oesthi 6dvidal nw hve robemsa. Temporary stay in hospital and treatment
15.Doe ths idivdua no hae poblmsb. Prolonged stay in hospital and treatment

with acting Out -- c. Admission to hospital with death soon after
d. Invalidism

16. Has this individual suffered a losse.Tmoayrovlfmscnofofit
withn te pat 6x mothsf. Changes 4n existing human relations:

a. Real - -) Apparent improvement
b. Threatecod -- 2) Separation or break
c. Fantasied -- 31 Greater dependence

17. etndsg. Change in Patient's rode of life

a.~~i Cnaaih ~ ange in mode of life of a member Of Patient'%
D. Disinfectant ou

c. arctici. Conmmunity aid roused
d. Prsribe MeiaiosJ. Isolation terminated or modified

e. PescibedMedcatins . Effect on suicidal behavior pattern:
f. Non-prescribed

Medications - Primary - -1) hone. furt her attempts occurred
g.Other Poison - Secondary 2)- No further attempts

Fig. 1 Suicide athempi Information shedl.

Behavior Disorder, Service mcnshers were more likely to presc'rib-ed miedication in 74 per cent of their attempts and
have a history of acting-out behavior. All grotips perceiv'ed displayed an aversion to inflicting wounds onl themselves.
object loss and reported feelings or interpersonal isolation. Marines used poisons. Navy patients, predominantly corps.
Thc dependents were more likely to have perceptions or loss5 men, used aspirin or other medications in their flttcflpts.
and have "special people" available than either of the Both Navy and Marine patients used woundin s iln a tml-
Service groups. The Marine patient had the rewest "other'. b r of the iratlpt.ercem brsho p lipae
availW~l c" and had tile nmost fantasies; regarding loss or for thle attempt more frequently. Dependents attemtptedI
relationship. suilcide more often in their hoines Witli members 'or te

Charadetrislics qf the A11cm/it. All grotps displayed similar family or "special 1  persons intervening. Althong tr
degree of datngerousness in tiseir attetllpts, htit methods were. ilkfrences; in histories or akcoholic and diqgh robkm

were dlifferent for the three groups. Female dependents uised ror thle three gilps., there were tn different", in terms 0'r
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attliet, utinder th influence of smc toxin,.. Suicide at- IkpeudwW. Thar %v no differences between degree of
leltiu, resu-'d in tenilorary l oipitali.attn and few po'i- dangerousness and other variables for depenlents. but the
tive le chatges for all groups. dependents p sented a different pattern of acting-out re-
-Su, ilet,,wng. For both the Xavy l,,.d Marine Corps. lated attempts than did Seirvce members. Degree of dan-

the -.1n116 were essentially tile lower te.ree pay grades. The geroum.mes of attempt was uncorrelated with acting-out
Mars- tHJ)ieall% attetin)ted %uicide earlier in his rrvice history, and diagnoss were evenly distributed among the
thaft did the Navy sila. Hospital corpsnen were seen in Ncuries, Character and Behavior Dis1orders. an.1 Situa-
the \I% . sklple more fre|utently than any other specialty. tionalT,"ransitory Adjustment Reactions. In contrast with

'he Job it o ri for the .Marine %%err evenly reresented in the Service men. alcohol with the attempt was aviociated
:!I %amp'le. with a history of acting-out (X" = 13.89, df = 3, p < .01).

SWhile Malaysian dependents were more likell to be seen
Pi . DSWlnm elf DUS awltst Sd HhIsm for attempted suicide, those with a history of actingout
of Atha&* were likely to have a designated ethnic origin of Caucasian

* The distribution of degree of dangerousneus and acting- or Negroid (X* = 24.64, df = 9, p < .01). Those with an
out historic-% in tile s mples indicated that examination of acting-out history were also likely to have had previous
the variables for each group with first degree of dangerous- suicidal attempts, while those who d;d not have an acting-
ness an( then ac.ing-out histor controlled might further out history wer not likely to have n.ade an earlier attempt
deline the rclationship'., op wheir own life (46 per cent versus four per cent;

Xi. Suicide attempts tinder the influence of drugs were X = 26.28, df = 15, p < .05). Those patients who had
more iikely to have been dangerous than tlos without drug acted-out in the past were more likely to have previous

influence (X: = 4.98. ef = 1, p) < .05): alcoholic influence psychiatric contact (X2 = 19.06, df = 9, p < .05).
did not have an attendating effect. )angerous attempts
were also associated with more severe psychiatric disorders PhaIll. fipe' wr. mW Oseme

(X" = 16.64. df = 5, p K .01) and thus resulted in more An important question to be answered for the military
intense treatment than did harml es attempts (X2 = 9.77, samples concerns the dispositions and outcomes for those
df = 3, p <. .05). Harmless attempts were more indicative members who attempted suicide. After treatment is con-
of the patient diagnosed Character and Behavior Diirder. pleted, the psychiatrist makes a recommendation consider-

A Navy tian with a history of acting-out was not likely ing the patient's suitability for continued active duty. The
to have attempted suicide under the influeice of alcohol. dispositional recommendation then is accepted or rejected
those who had no history A acting-out were likely to have by the Service member's commanding officer. The action
attempted suicide whle drinking (X2 = 10.66, df = 3, taken leads to a successful or unsuccessful occupational
p < .01). Degree of dangeroaisness did not vary with outcome ior each man. Outcome and disposition informa-
acting-out history. Those who had a histoi, of acting-out tion was available for only the active duty samples.
were also likely to attempt suicide without threat of individ-
ual loss: those without a history of acting-out were likely Diwosition
to have perceived a real or threatened loss (X2 = 23.60,
df = 6, p < .01). Consonant with psychiatric practice and There were no significant differences between dispositions
diagnostic definition, patients with a history of acting-out for Navy and Marine Corps patients. 'rhe men were re-
were diagnosed Character and Behavior )isorder in 86 per leased from the hospital in the following manner:
cent of the cases (X2 = 38.16, df = 15, p < .001). (a) Thirty-one per cent of the sample were returned to

Marne Corps. Only the site of the attempt discriminated duty with no treatment recommended.
between dangerous and harmless degree for the Marine (b) Forty-one per cent were recommended for adnuinis-
sample (X2 - 14.20, df = 5, p < .01). Fifty-eight per cent trative separation.
of the harmless attempts were with others present or likely (c) Sixteen per cent were returned tu duty with recoin-
to discover them, while nearly one-third of the dangerous mendatin for management.
attempts were done while the patient was alone. (d) Six per cent were returned to duty with recom-

Acting-out was a significant modifier for the Marine mendation for outpatient treatment.
Corps. As with tie Navy sample, those with a history of (e) Six per cent were admitted to the hospital and sepa-
acting-out were not likely to attempt suicide while under rated from the Service because of psychiatric dis-
the influence of alcohol. However, those without a history ability.
of acting-out were likely to attempt suicide under the influ-

ence (eight per cent versus 50 per cent; X" = 15.01, df = 3, I)cgree of dangerousness of the attempt was related to
1) < .001). Decgree of dangerousness did not vary with thle disposition (X2 = 21.20, df = 12, p < .05). Persons who
acting-out. Those who had a history of acting-out were made more dangerous attempts were admitted to the hospi-
likely to intervene themselves or have someone expected tal and/or recommended for administrative separation;
Iduring their attempts (x- = 46.83, df = 27, 1) < .01). those whose attempts were of less dangerousness were re-
Seventy-five per cent of the Marine sample were diagnosed turned to duty with no treatment recommended If there
Character and Behavior I)isorder, reg:rdless of their had been previous attempts in the mian's history, lie was
actir; out histories; 67 per cent of those with acting-out likely to be given psychiatric treatment. If' no history of
III tories were ,nder 25 years old (X* = 8.10, df = 3, previous attc npts was obtained, lie was recomnmended for
1) < .05). administrativc separation or was returned to duty without
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recommendation for treatment (X2 = 9)_28, (f = 4, attempt may be construed as thc first critei -oni for occupa-
p < .05). There was an interaction between dagnosis and tional success, but the industrial criterion was f-irther de-
disposition. Those patients diagnosed Chatacter and Be- fined as follows: (a) success-completion u.' cntracted
havior Disorder were admitistratively processed or returned service with adequate performance to merit rMcoin
to duty without treatment. However, other diagnostic catc- mendation for new contract negotiation (reconndation
gories were characteristically hospitalized (X-' = 53.87, for reenlistment), (b) failure- prematutre separat'on from
(if = 16, p < .001. 'rhose men who were unrated service, With this expanded outcome criterion, an analysis

(') 1.21, (if = 12. p K .05), and unmnarried was made of the miale military groups. Active duty sailors
(x2  18.84, df = 8, p < .05) were moest likely to be re- who were actually returned to duty were followed for a
turned to duty with no tre.,tment and/or recommended for mninimium of one x'ear. Final discharge information WAS
administrative separation. D~rugs were prescribed only for lao king l'si 39 per' cent of the sample one year after psychi-
psatients hospitalized. No di ugs weir prescribed for the pa- atric contact, these iacividuals having remained onl active

*tients (in or out of hospital) iccommended for adinlis- duty at least that long. Eighteen per cent of the sample
* trative separation (Xl2 = 24.00, (if = 4, p K .001). had been dIischargedI from the Service as succemes, having

* finished ob~ligated tours of dilty. Forty-three pet cent had
Outcomesbeen separated from the Svrvice as failures. Generally, itOutcme$appeared( that !he recommendations had been followed for

Nay.Ocuatonloutcomes and fects of thle atmtdsoionin most of the cases. Thity-ine per cent of the
on the patient's lives ~%ere examfinedl, Failure at a suicide' men had not been separated! from the Service aind were
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imrenie to be on active duty. The overall iccupational continued service or his eed for treatmert, were also Sig-
succ- rate for the total Navy sample wa% higher than the nifieant factors in reaching a decision.
rates for s paychiatrc Population without suicidal factors. Ihere were 148 active duty Navy and Marine Corps
with demographic characteristics similar to this sample of members that were diagnosed as having an underlying
suicide attempts (18 per cent vcrsus i I per cent, r-sp'vc- Character and Behavior Disorder. The suicide attempt was
tively). the precipitating event that caused the Character Behaviow

Several factors were related to oulceane. Generally, those patient to be evaluated, frequently leading t.. a recotm-
rec(,mmended for administrative sep)aratioi were separated mendation for administrative separation. It is felt that sepa-
from the Service. Diagnosis was the mrst signii'i:ant cor- ration of the more severe Character Behavior Disorder is
relate with ottcomnt-. Character arid. Behavior )isorders good j'teventive psychiatry. It is speculated that Character

wen- consiqtently given a failing outcome codk (reflecting and behavior Disorders generally adapt in civilian com-
premature separationl from the Service 1or administrative munities without seeking psychiatric treatment, although
reasons). "lhose patients diagnosed neurotic were successful there is usually considerable drifting, goal changes, .4nd

. in 33 per cent of the cases and those diagnos ed Situational menial jobs during this time of striving for emotional
Adjustment Reaction were successful at duty (completing maturation. This is in marked contrast with the require-
their enlistment) in 100 per cent of the cases (X2 = 30.33, ment for remaining on active dhay. Adjusting to the au-
(if = 4, p < A0M). Age was also related to outcome. Those thoritative structure, along with the necessity to complete
men over I1 were successful in completing their enlistment assigned tasks on schedule, produes stress for the individ-

67 per cent of the time, while those under 31 were successful ual. Such strtss frequently led to further acting-out, incur-
in only seven per cent of tlte car s (x2 = 17.27, df = t, ring disciplinary problems or possibly additional suicide
p < .001). If the man was rated above E-5, he might suc- attempts. It can then be said that the patient diagnosed
ceed (50 per cent), while those under E-5 were unsuccessful as a Character Behavior Disorder achieved what lie wanted,
in every case reported in the sample with follow-up infor- namely separatibn from the Service.
mation (X- = ' 1.6. df = 5, p < .0)1). In addition, the Those active duty Navy patients diagnosed as having an
longer the man was in the Service the more likely lie was acute Situational Malad;ustment at the time of their suicide
to succeed (X2 = 11.25, df = 4, p < .05), and the married attempt were returned to duty and satisfactorily remained
man was more likely to succeed than the single man (38 at duty for at least one year. 'he patients requiring further
per cent versus seven per centt; x- = 7.97, df = 2. p < .05). psychiatric treatment were so treated and separated with

Marine Corps. Forty-one Marines were actually returned a medical disability for their mental illness, the suicide
to duty. Seventeen per cent of the Marine Corps sample attempt having been a manifestation of the basic problem.
was discharged from active duty as successes. This is greater It may be speculated that the suicide attempt is a prmi-
than one would expect from a gerral psychiatric sample tive btt effective cry for help. resulting in a psychiatric
(success rate = nine per cent), wi?'- similar aemographic evaluation. The psychiatrist must then coasider each indi-
charatcteristics. Nearly all of the cases 'iad less than one year vidual patient, and evaluate the current status and past
it the Service and were single (95.2 per cent). The only history, making recommendations that are in the p:.tcrit's
variable -elated to outcome was the p ychiatric impresion best in.erests and consistent with the underlying psychiatric
of the degree of acting-out reflected in the suicide attempt disorjer.
(X2 = 17.38, df = 2. p < .001). No oth, r varitble was im-
portant. Essentially, the likelihood of t1eing successfully
rettrned to duty was slight if an attempt had been made.Administrative separation was recommended in 87.8 per This report is a study of 209 suicide attemptsat a Naval

cent of the cases. Generally, the follow-up data suggest that hospital installation over a three-year period.
tie recommendation was folowed. Pertinent factors in the attempts are reviewed, art: their

relationships to outcome and military disposition ai( dis-

Discusi.v cussed and evaluated.

The sample reported is rc-presentative of the active duty
military population and dependents se, at a general mili- Acknowedgment
tary hospital. Several significant factors tn:ge: the diag- Grateful appreciation is expressed to Larry W. Bailc. iqi,.
hosis, age, length of active duty, pay grade, aad marital Clinical Psychologist, Naval Hospital, San Diego, Calif. for his
status. When these five factors are known, the p.,ytLatric editorial as-istance.
evaluation becomes more predictabe. The seriousness of t1w
attempt, the location, and under what circumstances tle References
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